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Abstract—Legacy 802.11b/g protocols have been successfully applied in wireless long-distance (WiLD) networks to provide low-cost network connectivity for rural areas and developing countries, by designing TDMA MAC protocols. In contrast, we investigate the performance, and enhancement of using 802.11n for WiLD networks still using CSMA/CA. Our extensive experiments from our testbed show that, although 802.11n with CSMA/CA can provide network connectivity in WiLD environment, it suffers from poor performance. We thus propose RainbowRate, an efficient rate adaptation mechanism specified for WiLD links. RainbowRate leverages unique features found in WiLD links. We implement RainbowRate in off-the-shelf platforms and evaluate various aspects of our design using a testbed consisting of 6 mesh routers and 7 long-distance links, with the longest link length 20 km. Our experiment results show that RainbowRate out-performs state-of-the-art RA algorithms (MiRA, Ath9k and Minstrel) significantly in terms of throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

IEEE 802.11-based wireless long-distance (WiLD) mesh networks are emerging as a low-cost connectivity solution and are increasingly being deployed in rural regions with low population density [1]. These networks, together with large scale sensor networks [2], [3] enable many innovative applications. Such networks are featured with long-distance point-to-point links and high-gain directional antennae. The link length is usually over tens of kilometers and each link has direct line-of-sight. As in previous work [1], we assume that there is no significant external interference in WiLD networks, as such networks are usually deployed in remote rural areas with low population density and low wireless penetration. Many challenges exist to improve their performances, and coexist with other devices [4]–[7].

The legacy 802.11b/g has been applied successfully in such networks. However, the MAC protocol has been modified to TDMA type primarily due to inter-link interference [1], [8], [9]. To meet the increasing bandwidth requirements, it is natural to ask whether we can use higher data rate 802.11n for WiLD networks. In this work, we address several technical challenges of using 802.11n in WiLD networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to investigate 802.11n in WiLD networks. In contrast to the prior work, we still keep CSMA/CA to access the channel rather than TDMA-type MAC protocols for the following reasons.

Firstly, CSMA is inherently simple to implement and adaptive to dynamic traffic due to its random access. In contrast, TDMA-type MAC protocols suffer from the large overhead in centralized global synchronization, and low link utilization under a fixed time slot allocation when the traffic is asymmetric and fluctuates dramatically over time [9].

Secondly, inter-link interference can be avoided while using 802.11n. In majority WiLD networks, the number of links adjacent to a node is typically at most 7 (due to the limitation of directional antennae) with average of about 3 [1]. In prior work, the adjacent links operate at the same channel in WiLD networks, which leads to the inter-link interference. It is primarily because that 802.11b/g has only 3 orthogonal channels, and thus insufficient to be assigned to the adjacent links. However, 802.11n has 12 orthogonal channels when operating at 5 GHz, which is enough to be allocated to adjacent links such that each adjacent link has different orthogonal channels. Therefore, inter-link interference can be removed [10].

Our technical focus is on improving the performance of 802.11n WiLD networks based on CSMA/CA. During our design and implementation, we have encountered and conquered following challenges. Firstly, CSMA/CA is severely inefficient in long-distance links, due to the large value of bandwidth \( \times \) delay. The inefficiency makes retransmission very costly. CSMA/CA uses stop-and-wait ARQ mechanism, where the next packet would not be transmitted until the current packet has been delivered or dropped after certain number of retries [11]. The packet is retransmitted after without receiving an ACK for a period of ack_timeout. The value ack_timeout should be modified to a large value in WiLD networks. Take a 20 km link for example, the ack_timeout increases to 171\( \mu \)s and slot_time = 65\( \mu \)s, which are much longer than that in WLAN (where slot_time = 9\( \mu \)s for 802.11n). Even if the packet is received successfully, the next packet is transmitted at least after one RTT (Round-Trip Time) when the ACK is fed back. The RTT is much longer in WiLD networks due to long propagation delay. All the above makes long delay for transmitted packets. Along with high bit rate of 802.11n, CSMA/CA experiences low link utilization. Table I summarizes the theoretical maximum link utilization for several other scenarios. Notice that retransmission will
further reduce the link utilization.

The second challenge is that the existing RA (Rate Adaptation) algorithms are ill-suited in long-distance links, which degrades the link performance. RA is critical for link performance in multi-rate networks such as 802.11. We examine the well-known MiRA [12] and other two RAs (Ath9k and Minstrel) popular in the wireless card driver in our testbed. Our experimental results show that the maximum throughput with these three RA algorithms is worse than the maximum throughput achieved using the best fixed data rate (by searching all possible pairs of fixed FA and MCS). For example, when the RSSI is 21 dB, the maximum throughput among these three RA algorithms is only 68.3 Mbps for 2 × 2 MIMO 802.11n; while the maximum throughput is 90 Mbps (achieved with MCS 11 and FA=32) at the similar channel states (i.e., RSSI is 21 dB). A key reason here is that, these algorithms do not properly consider long RTT in WiLD links, where FA and retransmission have severe impact on the link utilization.

We have implemented and evaluated various aspects of our design in realistic 802.11n WiLD testbed. Our testbed consists of seven 802.11n long-distance links with length from 2.5 km to 20 km. Our experimental results confirm the aforementioned analysis and findings. We further observe that for the FDR-RSSI (Frame Delivery Ratio - Received Signal Strength Indicator) relationship, there exists a small transition window. Inside the transition window, the FDR varies from 10% ∼ 90% quickly, whereas outside the window, the FDR is predictable. The transition window holds due to two unique characteristics in long-distance environment, (a) little multi-path fading effect, and (b) no significant external WiFi interference, which are different from WLAN [13]. The significance of the transition window lies in that it makes it possible to choose MCS according to the FDR-RSSI relationship.

In this paper, we propose RainbowRate, a novel RA mechanism to make 802.11n perform well in WiLD networks with CSMA rather than TDMA. RainbowRate leverages the transition window unique in long-distance environment to cut down the set of candidate MCSs efficiently. It adjusts bit rate in two levels, coarse-grained level and fine-grained level. In coarse-grained level, it selects candidate MCSs according to the RSSI, which makes it react to channel variation quickly. In fine-grained level, it adjusts the bit rate and FA level by probing MCSs only in MCS candidates set and its FA level, which protects the probing frames from high loss rate since the FDR of the MCSs in the set is over 90%. Fast switch and reliable-bit-rate retransmission further ensure low loss rate and few retransmission, thus improves the link utilization. We also use small CW (Contention Window) size and mFA (a pipelining ARQ with more frame aggregation level) to further improve the link utilization. RainbowRate is implemented as a shim layer in the driver protocol stack, without any modifications to hardware, so it can be employed on the off-the-shelf 802.11n wireless cards to retain its low cost.

We implement and evaluate RainbowRate in our testbed. Experiment results show RainbowRate outperforms MiRA, Ath9k and Minstrel in all the scenarios we tested. It improves UDP throughput by 107%, 159% and 34% respectively compared to MiRA, Ath9k and Minstrel, and improves TCP throughput by 31%, 153% and 38.5% respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

802.11n Measurements: Like legacy 802.11a/b/g, 802.11n is designed for short-range WLAN. The performance of 802.11n in WLAN has been studied well in theory and by measurements [14]. Sheth et al. [15] and Chebrolu et al. [16] studied 802.11b/g in long-distance wireless networks. In [17], the link length is no more than 1.8 km. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to study 802.11n in long-distance links in a systematic way via measurements.

RA Algorithms: RA has been well studied for legacy 802.11b/g [18]–[20], and for 802.11n [12], [21]–[24]. RA algorithms proposed for 802.11b/g do not perform well in 802.11n networks since they are not designed for MIMO systems [12]. The major challenge to design RA for 802.11n is too many bit rates available to be selected. There are 32 MCS indices, and for each MCS index there are 4 different bit rates corresponding to SGI/LGI, 20 MHz/40 MHz.

MiRA [12] is the state-of-the-art RA for 802.11n, however its rate sorting schemes make it difficult to be extended to select candidate rates adaptively. RAMAS [21] separates rate adaptation into two groups and each group has its own rules for upgrading and downgrading indices. MiRA and RAMAS adopt information feedback from the receiver, whereas SGRA [19] adapts bit rate guided by SNR retrieved from PHY layer. However, SGRA is designed for legacy 802.11b/g networks with significant interference, therefore it focuses on how to calibrate FDR-SNR relationship under interference.

Ath9k and Minstrel HT (abbreviated as Minstrel throughout the paper) are RAs provided by the driver. Ath9K sorted all the MCS indices according to their bit rate without differentiating their stream mode. Therefore it is always stuck in a single stream mode or a double stream mode as illustrated in [12]. Minstrel uses random probing to select the optimal bit rate, and sometimes is stuck in sub-optimal bit rate. ERA [22] focuses on energy efficiency, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

None of the above are appropriate in long-distance environment, since they do not address the challenges unique in such networks, such as low link utilization.

III. PERFORMANCE OF 802.11 N IN WiLD LINKS

In this section, we first describe the testbed we have deployed, then present experiment observations to show the performance of 802.11n in WiLD links.

[Fig. 1: The network topology of our testbed]
We conduct all the experiments in our campus testbed as shown in Fig. 1. Our testbed comprises of 7 long-distance links for our study from 2.5 km to 20 km in length. A long-distance link in our experiment consists of two 802.11n radios communicating with each other between two sites. Each node is deployed using water-proof boxes atop various buildings. All the links are line-of-sight.

We use a programmable platform, UBNT RouterStation Pro running Open-WRT open source OS, as our hardware platform. Each of them is equipped with a UBNT SR71-A outdoor 802.11n 3 x 3 MIMO mini-PCI wireless card. The directional antenna is UBNT RocketDish5G-30 dish antenna with high gain of 30 dBi, beam width of 5°.

We run all the experiments at 5 GHz frequency band to simulate the scenarios in rural areas without significant external WiFi interference.

### B. Performance of 802.11n in WiLD links

After increasing **ack_timeout** and **slot_time** to avoid ACK timeout, we want to know the performance of 802.11n in long distance links. We therefore conducted extensive experiments. The results show that 802.11n still experiences poor performance. We try to find the fundamental reasons that impact its performance in this section.

**FA impact on the throughput:** In our experiments at the 20 km link, the sender sends UDP traffic to the receiver at all possible combinations of parameter values for (MCS, FA, bandwidth), where MCS is from 0 to 15, FA level is from 1 to 32 in steps of 2 (but only show the results of step 8 for sake of clarity), and bandwidth is 20 MHz/LGI and 40 MHz/SGI.

Fig. 2 shows average throughput for each MCSs at 20 MHz. The results are similar at 40 MHz. We can see that when FA level is 1, the average throughput among all MCSs is no more than 10 Mbps. For lower MCSs (MCS 0-1), the throughput is near saturated after FA level 8 or 16, however for higher MCSs, the throughput increases with the increment of FA level.

In a nutshell, FA has significant impact on the throughput of 802.11n at WiLD links.

**Analysis from link utilization perspective:** Why FA impact on 802.11n in long-distance links so severely? To answer the question, we analyze its link utilization. CSMA/CA uses DCF (Distributed coordination function), which adopts stop-and-wait ARQ [11].

We calculate the maximum link utilization over different FA level for 20 km and 50 km links regardless of retransmission and backoff time, as listed in Table I. We only consider 40 MHz/SGI for limited space. The payload length is 1400 bytes for a frame. SIFS is 16µs as in [11], DIFS depends on link length, 146µs at 20 km link and 278µs at 50 km link. From the table, we can see that for MCS 15 40 MHz/SGI, the link utilization of 20 km and 50 km links is 77% and 62% respectively. The larger the FA level, the higher the utilization.

**Retransmission is costly:** However, retransmission time in long-distance links cannot be ignored due to long propagation delay. Firstly, if the number of retransmission is n, the total time to transmit a frame increases by n times, so the utilization of the link decreases to 1/(n+1). Take MCS 12 at 40 MHz, 20 km link for example, if the retransmission is 3, the link utilization decreases to 20% (= 1/4 x 0.80). In other words, the corresponding throughput decreases from 180 Mbps to 36 Mbps. Secondly, when we consider the backoff time, the utilization is even lower. Since for each retransmission, the CW size will double. The minimum and maximum CW size for best effort traffic is (15, 1023) in 802.11n [11]. The maximum backoff time is then 1023 x slot_time = 1023 x 65µs = 66ms, where slot_time increases to 65µs instead of 9µs to eliminate protocol collisions. That is to say, retransmission will probably enlarge backoff time and thus enlarge total transmission time.

### C. RA algorithms: a case study

802.11n supports various MCSs, and each MCS corresponds to a different physical layer bit rate. For such multi-rate wireless networks, link RA is critical to improve link performance. Does existing RA algorithms help to improve 802.11n link performance?

To answer this question, we choose three popular RA algorithms, including the state-of-the-art MiRA [12], and other two RA algorithms provided by the driver, Minstrel and Ath9k. We implemented MiRA prototype in our testbed, and conducted experiments to examine the performance of the above RA algorithms. The experiments run at our 20 km link and at 40 MHz. The results are shown in Table II. To our surprise, none of the above RA algorithms can achieve a good performance. The average UDP throughput of MiRA, Minstrel and Ath9k is 60.0 Mbps, 68.3 Mbps and 36.7 Mbps respectively. We also run fixed rate algorithm, the average throughput is 90 Mbps for MCS 11 with no loss, whereas MCS 12 gives a throughput of only 62.4 Mbps with loss rate of 48%. The RSSI varies very slowly with the average of 21 dB during these experiments. In this case, 90 Mbps is the optimal throughput for RA algorithms to reach since RA algorithms have to adapt to the optimal MCS, resulting in more or less overheads. However even the
highest throughout obtained by Minstrel is only about 75% of the optimal throughput.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA Algorithms</th>
<th>Primary MCSs</th>
<th>Other MCSs</th>
<th>Throughput (Mbps)</th>
<th>Loss Rate (%)</th>
<th>Average FA level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minstrel</td>
<td>MCS 5 (99.5%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiRA</td>
<td>MCS 11 (99.9%)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ath9k</td>
<td>MCS 11 (99.5%)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We analyzed the traces and the algorithms. We found that fundamental reason for poor performance is that these algorithms leverage probing to estimate the current link quality, which will result in much overhead due to MCSs probed. Probing at higher bit rate results in higher loss rate, and that at lower bit rate leads to lower throughout directly. High loss rate causes heavy retransmission, which degrades the throughput severely as analyzed in Section III-B. Ath9k randomly selects MCS candidates to probe and then sorts the rates providing the best throughput considering packet error rate. Because of the random selection, rates are stuck in sub-optimal rates in some cases. In this case, it is stuck at MCS 12 with high loss rate, which makes it suffer from high loss rate of 27.6%. Minstrel also randomly chooses MCS candidates to probe. It uses more MCSs but much less probing frames compared to Ath9K, which is why Minstrel outperforms Ath9k at most time. However, the average length of A-MPDUs of Minstrel is only 16.5, which impacts on its throughput. MiRA is based on zigzagging and probing between intro-mode and inter-mode. MiRA should have better behavior than Minstrel and Ath9k, since it does not probe randomly. However in this case, it shows MiRA uses more probing frames which is 4.1%. In addition, its loss rate is as high as 12.4%.

**Implications:** The probing mechanisms used in RA algorithms make them inefficient in terms of throughout in long distance networks, moreover costly retransmission and small FA level are key challenges too.

**IV. RSSI-PDR RELATIONSHIP IN WiLD LINKS**

Probing is a common method to select the best bit rate in RA algorithms. However, probing causes more overhead in WiLD links. Can we predict the link quality and select bit rate with little or even no probing? We hence conducted experiments to address this problem. We consider the following parameters: FDR (Frame Delivery Ratio) and RSSI.

**A. FDR vs. RSSI: Transition Window**

We carried out extensive experiments in our testbed to measure FDR and RSSI relationship at different MCSs. It is worth to note that FDR and RSSI are collected at the MAC layer. We turned off MAC-layer ACKs and set the maximum retries limit to zero. This allows us to measure the real frame loss rate in absence of any MAC-layer acknowledgements and retries. In each run, the sender transmits saturated UDP traffic in a fixed MCS and transmit power for 120 seconds. MCS varies from 0 to 15, and the bandwidth is across 20/40 MHz.

Fig. 3 shows the plot of FDR in different MCSs versus RSSI at our 20 km link, MCS 0-15 at 20 MHz. The results is similar at 40 MHz. It is clear that different MCSs have different RSSI thresholds. Generally, higher rate requires higher RSSI to sustain. The same rate at 40 MHz needs higher RSSI than that at 20 MHz. We observe a characteristic transition region for FDR versus RSSI. In transition window, the FDR rises from 10% (lossy) to 90% (reliable). For example, Table III gives the width of the transition widow for MCS 0-7. The others are similar. We see that most link transitions happen within a window of around 2 dB for MCS 0-4 with BPSK or QPSK modulation. For MCS 5, 6 and 7 with QAM modulation, the transition window spreads wider to 3-4 dB. The observation of transition window is consistent with the link abstraction found in [25] and the results in scenarios without interference in [19]. This is to say, channel quality is predictable outside of the transition window.

We further evaluate the impact of locations and environments on FDR-RSSI relationship. We calculate the transition window for traced from all the links in our testbed. We see the transition windows exist in all traces, and for one link, the transition window is stable with time. It suggests that RSSI threshold exists regardless of locations and environments.

**B. Why RSSI is a good link quality indicator in WiLD links?**

It is well-known that RSSI cannot be used to predict link quality in WLAN [13]. The possible reasons for the existence of narrow-width transition window in 802.11n WiLD links could be two folds as follows.

Firstly, the long-distance link is line-of-sight, and long of course, which makes little multipath fading effect [26]. In this...
case, each subcarrier of OFDM leveraged by 802.11n PHY layer experiences almost the same channel, therefore RSSI calculated from all the subcarriers can be a good indicator for the channel.

We further verify this by collecting CSI measurements of the link using CSI tools [27]. Fig. 4a shows the CSI of a MPDU across subcarriers at MCS 0. We can see that the distribution is quit flat. For each received MPDU, we compute the difference between minimum and maximum SNR across different subcarriers. The mean difference value for one stream is about 4 with standard deviation of 0.6. We further calculate the cumulative distribution (CDF) of the difference for MCS 0 as shown in Fig. 4b. It says that the variation of each subcarrier is very small, 80% difference of SNR across all the subcarriers is less than 4 dB. That is to say, the multipath fading effect is not significant in WiLD environment.

Secondly, in contrast to WLAN, there is no significant external WiFi interference in rural areas [25]. In the experiments, we run experiments at 5 GHz to avoid external WiFi interference, simulating the case in rural areas. We scanned WiFi sources at 5 GHz band, only found one source which works at 161 channel, whereas our nodes work at 44 channel. There is no interference at all.

Implications: The experimental results indicate that the FDR-RSSI shows narrow transition window for each MCS and the relationship exists in all the links tested, which motivates us to develop an efficient RA algorithm guided by RSSI to improve 802.11n link performance.

V. RAINBOW RATE DESIGN
A. Algorithm design
In this section we propose RainbowRate to improve 802.11n throughput in long-distance links, and to provide high bandwidth network connectivity for remote rural areas. The RSSI-based bit rate adaptation consists of two modules to adjust MCS and its FA level to the link quality: coarse-grained adaptation and fine-grained adaptation. In coarse-grained adaptation, it selects the MCS candidates set quickly according to RSSI ranges. In fine-grained adaptation it adjusts MCSs in the set and its FA level by probing to select the best MCS and FA level. The former module makes it find available MCSs efficiently so as to reduce excessive probings, while the latter leads it to reach the best bit rate accurately. In contrast to the existing RA algorithms, the probing used in RainbowRate has very little overhead. In addition, we propose small CW size and mFA to improve the link utilization and further improve the throughput.

We now are ready to delve into the details of RainbowRate.
1) Coarse-grained adaptation: We select MCS candidates set corresponding to the RSSI estimated on line. This operation is triggered if the estimated RSSI changes to another RSSI range. We now describe MCS candidates set and RSSI estimate.

MCS candidates set: Based on the relationship of FDR-RSSI, there is a transition window for each MCS. Outside the transition window, the FDR of the MCS is predictable, i.e., when RSSI is larger than a threshold \( rssi_{th} \), its FDR is over 90%. Therefore, given a RSSI range, the MCSs whose RSSI threshold falls in this RSSI range form MCS candidates set. In the MCS candidates set, the MCSs are sorted by their bit rates in descending order regardless of their stream modes (i.e., single-stream mode or double-stream mode).

We also select a reliable MCS for each MCS candidates set, the reliable MCS is the MCS with near 100% FDR in that RSSI range. The reliable MCS is used as the MCS for retransmission, which will be described in Section V-A2.

2) Fine-grained adaptation: In fine-grained adaptation, we use probing to adjust MCS and its FA level. In contrast to probings in existing RAs, we only probe MCSs in the MCS candidate sets, in which MCSs usually have a high FDR over 90%, therefore the probing MPDUs will not suffer from high loss rate. Moreover, we leverage fast switch and reliable-bit-rate retransmission to further ensure a low-level loss rate.

The probing is triggered every 2048 MPDUs. 2048 MPDUs are selected as the probing period instead of a fixed time period for two reasons: (a) it is easy to operate since it is powers of 2 and (b) it corresponds to a dynamic period in terms of time for different MCS. For example, it takes about 104 ms to transmit 2048 frames at MCS 13, whereas about 138 ms at MCS 12. Dynamic probing period is more flexible.

In each probing period, at most 4 groups of MPDUs are used as probing frames, each with 64 frames, since 64 frames probing is typically sufficient to collect loss statistics. Where group 1 is transmitted at the primary MCS with current FA level minus step, group 2 at the primary MCS with current FA level plus step, group 3 at adjacent MCS with higher bit rate if there is any, and group 4 at adjacent MCS with lower bit rate if there is. step = 2 based on our experiments, since this will not cause throughput fluctuation. When the MCS candidates set changes, the primary MCS is set to the one with the highest bit rate in the new set. In this way, there are at most 256 (= 4 \times 64) MPDUs used as probing among 2048 MPDUs, which is only 12.5%, therefore the overhead is little. Furthermore, there are 2 groups of probing MPDUs transmitted at primary MCS but with different FA level, they are not overhead actually since FA level with small difference will not cause much throughput degradation. In this sense, the overhead is only 6.25% (= 2 \times 64/2048).

Fast switch: At the end of the probing period, the primary MCS will be set to the one with the highest estimated throughput and the FA level is set to the one used in that MCS correspondingly. However, if the FDR of the primary MCS is less than 80% and not the one with the highest throughput probed, then the primary MCS is switched to the one with the highest throughput immediately without waiting until the end of the probing period. This is called fast switch. Fast switch ensures to adapt quickly to the bursty link quality variation, thus protects MPDUs against loss.

Reliable-bit-rate retransmission: As we pointed out that retransmission is very costly in long-distance links, we then design a reliable-bit-rate retransmission rule. In this rule, when a MPDU has been retransmitted for once and not been
delivered yet, it means that the frame has been transmitted for twice and is lost at both times at this MCS, then the MCS is regarded as in risk of high loss rate. To ensure low loss rate, the MPDU is then retransmitted using the reliable MCS with almost 100% FDR in this MCS candidate set. The total number of retransmission of the MPDU is 5, where 1 retransmission is at its MCS, the others are at the reliable MCS. 5 retransmission is enough to ensure almost frames delivery since MCSs in the MCS candidates set have high FDR over 90% and the reliable MCS has FDR of almost 100%. Actually, in our experiments most MPDUs are delivered at most after 2 retransmissions. This rule is applied to all the MPDUs transmitted at primary MCS and the probing ones.

In summary, the RSSI-based rate selection leverages the MCS candidates set to adapt to the link quality quickly and uses fast switch and reliable-bit-rate retransmission to keep lower loss rate and less retries, thus achieves high throughput.

B. Other design options

**CW size impact:** From the analysis in Section III-B, we can see that backoff time contributes to the low link utilization, and the value of backoff time depends on the CW size. In DCF, when the medium transitions from busy to idle, multiple nodes may be ready to send data [11]. To minimize collisions, nodes wishing to initiate transfer select a random backoff count and defer for that number of slot times. The random backoff count is selected as a pseudo-random integer drawn from a uniform distribution over the interval \([0, CW]\), where \(CW\), an integer value, is the contention window size.

The \(CW\) parameter takes the initial value \(CW_{min}\) and effectively doubles on each unsuccessful frame transmit. If the \(CW\) reaches \(CW_{max}\) it remains at that value until it is reset. The \(CW\) is reset to \(CW_{min}\) after every successful frame transmit. In 802.11n, \((CW_{min}, CW_{max})\) for the best effort traffic is \((15, 1023)\). Large \(CW\) is important to avoid collisions when there are many nodes sharing the channel. However, it is very inefficient in long-distance links since backoff time becomes much longer than that in WLAN. This happens because \(slot\_time\) is modified longer according to the link distance, and the backoff time is \(k \times slot\_time\), where \(k\) is randomly selected from \((CW_{min}, CW_{max})\). However, large \(CW\) is not necessary in WiLD links at all, since there are only two nodes sharing a point-to-point link which is the most common link type in WiLD networks. Even for point-to-multipoint links, the number of nodes sharing a channel is no more than 3 to 4 [1]. We therefore want to use small \(CW\) size to reduce backoff time.

We consider \((CW_{min}, CW_{max})\) of \((7, 15)\) and \((15, 31)\), and calculate their collision probability after \(n\) retransmissions. In this case, \(CW\) is \(CW_{min}\) when a frame is transmitted for the first time, and \(CW\) is \(CW_{max}\) for all the retransmission. The collision probability after \(n\) retransmission is \(\frac{1}{(CW_{max} + 1)^n}\). The collision probability after 2 retransmissions is 0.05% and 0.006% for \((7, 15)\) and \((15, 31)\) respectively. To verify the performance of small \(CW\), we carried out a simple experiment on our 20 km link. In this experiment, one node sends TCP/UDP traffic to the other node at MCS 12 with FA level 32. The results are listed in Table IV. We can see that the throughput of TCP and UDP at all the small \(CW\) sizes tested increase compared to that using the original \(CW\) size \((15, 1023)\) at comparable link quality.

**TABLE IV: Impact of CW size on fixed MCS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CW size</th>
<th>TCP (Mbps)</th>
<th>UDP (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(7, 15)</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>184.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15, 31)</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>160.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15, 1023)</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>155.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>122.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**mFA: more frame aggregation:** 802.11n experiences poor performance in long-distance links due to long propagation delay. Frame aggregation can help to improve link utilization, but the maximum FA level is 32 which is insufficient for high MCSs to achieve high link utilization. For example, the link utilization of MCS 12 at 40 MHz, FA level 32, 20 km link is only 82% according to Table I. RA algorithms cannot improve the maximum link utilization although they can optimize the throughput. Therefore we design mFA, a pipelining ARQ to improve link utilization by using large FA level \(m, m > 32\). It transmits consecutive \(m\) frames before waiting for a block acknowledgement. We calculated the maximum link utilization for MCSs at 40 MHz for 20 km link, and found that when \(m = 256\), the maximum link utilization is over 98%. Since 802.11n does not support FA level larger than 32, we hence implement a shim layer above the MAC layer for mFA. The MAC layer ACK and retransmission are disabled.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We implemented RainbowRate in UBNT RouterStationPro, a programmable platform used in our testbed. We evaluate whether RainbowRate can improve link throughput. We choose MiRA [12], and other two RAs provided with 802.11n driver, Minstrel and Ath9k, as comparison. The experiments were conducted in the 20 km link in our testbed. The traffic is TCP and UDP. Since the channel changes slowly for long-distance links, we also change the transmit power to simulate the channel variation to see the reaction of the RAs. We first evaluate RainbowRate with default \(CW\) size and FA level for comparison, and then discuss the impact of \(CW\) size and mFA.

**A. UDP traffic**

We conduct experiments at various transmit powers to test UDP performance under different link qualities. We then collect the average throughput for each of the RAs. The results are shown in Fig. 5. RainbowRate outperforms other RAs in all the scenarios we tested. RainbowRate works well even at low link quality. For example, at average RSSI of 14 dB, RainbowRate improves the throughput by 134%, 107% and 27% over Ath9k, MiRA and Minstrel respectively. From Table V, we can see that the loss rate of RainbowRate is less than 1%, which is much lower than any of other RAs. The low loss rate makes RainbowRate delivery frames with little retransmission, therefore it achieves higher throughput.

Table VI lists the MCSs distribution of RAs at average RSSI of 26 dB. The average FA level of RainbowRate is
31.9, almost reaching the maximum value of 32. The primary MCS is MCS 12. MPDUs transmitted by MCS 12 are 99.96%. MiRA has 2 primary MCSs: MCS 12 and MCS 5. 50.5% and 15.7% MPDUs are sent at MCS 12 and MCS 5 respectively. MPDUs sent by other MCSs are 33.8%. The bit rate of MCS 5 is 120 Mbps, whereas the bit rate of MCS 12 is 180 Mbps. MCS 5 needs more RSSI to sustain its high throughput than MCS 12. Therefore MiRA suffers more loss rate than RainbowRate. Minstrel’s loss rate is 3.69%, 99.3% MPDUs are sent at its primary MCS 12. It probes all the other MCSs due to its random probing. Although MPDUs sent at other MCSs is only 0.7%, they more or less degrades its performance. The average FA level of Minstrel is 20.1, which has impact on its throughput too. Ath9k uses MCS 12 and MCS 13 as its primary MCSs, 56.6% and 43.3% MPDUs are sent at them respectively. The use of MCS 13 results in its high loss rate up to 11.8%. High loss rate leads to many retransmissions. Therefore its throughput is only 68 Mbps, whereas the throughput of RainbowRate is 111 Mbps. Ath9k experiences low throughput among them, since it is stuck in sub-optimal bit rate MCS 13.

We change transmit power during experiment to check how quickly RAs react to the channel dynamics. We plot the throughput with time in Fig. 6. The results show that MiRA, Ath9k and RainbowRate can adjust their bit rate according to the link quality, whereas Minstrel does not show clear throughput transition due to random bit rate probing. Ath9k and MiRA suffer from throughput fluctuation, in contrast, RainbowRate is smooth during the experiment. RainbowRate can react to the channel quickly because it changes its bit rate candidates once the link quality varies. In addition, it only probes at a small set of bit rates, which reduces the probing overhead.

![UDP throughput over various link qualities](image1)

**TABLE IV: Loss rate of RAs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR (dB)</th>
<th>Ath9k</th>
<th>MiRA</th>
<th>Minstrel</th>
<th>RainbowRate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.15%</td>
<td>55.58%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>2.36%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>8.93%</td>
<td>1.57%</td>
<td>1.14%</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>2.36%</td>
<td>3.69%</td>
<td>0.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>6.57%</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![TCP throughput of RAs over different link quality](image2)

**B. TCP traffic**

TCP results are shown in Fig. 7. RainbowRate outperforms other RAs in all the scenarios we tested. We analyzed traces of all the experiments, and take RSSI 28 for example since they are similar. The MCS distribution, throughput and average FA level are listed in Table VII. For RainbowRate, 94.4% MPDUs are sent at MCS 12, and 3.8% MPDUs are sent at MCS 13. MCS 11 is only reliable MCS to retransmit MPDUs, never used as probing. MiRA uses MCS 11 and MCS 12 as its primary MCSs, it also probes MCS 10 and MCS 14. The use of MCS 11 contributes to its lower throughput. Minstrel also uses MCS 12 as its primary MCSs, but it probes all the other MCSs randomly, and its average FA level is only 7.4 which degrades its throughput. For Ath9k, its throughput is the lowest among others. It uses MCS 13 as its primary MCS although the FDR at MCS 13 is only 70.2%. It even uses MCS 14 to send 11% MPDUs with FDR of 36.6%.

The UDP throughput with dynamic transmit powers is shown in Fig. 5. Minstrel and RainbowRate are smooth during the experiment. RainbowRate has the smallest throughput transition due to random bit rate probing. Ath9k and RainbowRate can adjust their bit rate according to the link quality. The primary MCSs normally are MCS 12 and MCS 5. MPDUs sent at other MCSs are only 33.8%. The bit rate of MCS 5 is 120 Mbps, whereas the bit rate of MCS 12 is 180 Mbps. MCS 5 needs more RSSI to sustain its high throughput than MCS 12. Therefore MiRA suffers more loss rate than RainbowRate. Minstrel’s loss rate is 3.69%, 99.3% MPDUs are sent at its primary MCS 12. It probes all the other MCSs due to its random probing. Although MPDUs sent at other MCSs is only 0.7%, they more or less degrades its performance. The average FA level of Minstrel is 20.1, which has impact on its throughput too. Ath9k uses MCS 12 and MCS 13 as its primary MCSs, 56.6% and 43.3% MPDUs are sent at them respectively. The use of MCS 13 results in its high loss rate up to 11.8%. High loss rate leads to many retransmissions. Therefore its throughput is only 68 Mbps, whereas the throughput of RainbowRate is 111 Mbps. Ath9k experiences low throughput among them, since it is stuck in sub-optimal bit rate MCS 13.

We change transmit power during experiment to check how quickly RAs react to the channel dynamics. We plot the throughput with time in Fig. 6. The results show that MiRA, Ath9k and RainbowRate can adjust their bit rate according to the link quality, whereas Minstrel does not show clear throughput transition due to random bit rate probing. Ath9k and MiRA suffer from throughput fluctuation, in contrast, RainbowRate is smooth during the experiment. RainbowRate can react to the channel quickly because it changes its bit rate candidates once the link quality varies. In addition, it only probes at a small set of bit rates, which reduces the probing overhead.

**TABLE VI: MCSs distribution of RAs: UDP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA Algorithm</th>
<th>Primary MCS (%)</th>
<th>Other MCSs</th>
<th>Throughput (Mbps)</th>
<th>Average FA level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ath9k</td>
<td>MCS 12 (99.96%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiRA</td>
<td>MCS 12 (56.6%)</td>
<td>MCS 5 (43.4%)</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minstrel</td>
<td>MCS 12 (99.3%)</td>
<td>MCS 13 (0.7%)</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RainbowRate</td>
<td>MCS 12 (94.4%)</td>
<td>MCS 13 (5.6%)</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VII: MCSs distribution of RAs: TCP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA Algorithm</th>
<th>Primary MCS (%)</th>
<th>Other MCSs</th>
<th>Throughput (Mbps)</th>
<th>Average FA level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RainbowRate</td>
<td>MCS 12 (94.4%)</td>
<td>MCS 13 (5.6%)</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minstrel</td>
<td>MCS 12 (99.3%)</td>
<td>MCS 13 (0.7%)</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiRA</td>
<td>MCS 12 (56.6%)</td>
<td>MCS 5 (43.4%)</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ath9k</td>
<td>MCS 12 (99.96%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TCP performance of RAs under bursty channel variation. The results are not shown here for limited space. For TCP traffic, RainbowRate keeps a higher throughput too compared to other RA algorithms, and reacts to the change more quickly. The fundamental reason is that RainbowRate leverages fast switch and reliable-bit-rate retransmission to ensure low loss rate, which improves the throughput of TCP.

C. CW size experiments

We set CW size \((CW_{\text{min}}, CW_{\text{max}})\) to different combinations of \((1, 7), (7, 15)\) and \((15, 31)\) to test the performance of RainbowRate. As shown in Table VIII, the throughput of UDP improves to 136.43 Mbps at \((1, 7)\), however, the UDP throughput at other two CW sizes are comparable to that at original \((15, 1023)\). That is because that RainbowRate reduces the number of retransmission efficiently, most of the MPDUs can deliver in 3 retries, therefore the CW \((15, 31)\) seems have no effect on it. For TCP, the throughput at three small CW sizes are all higher than that at original CW size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CW size</th>
<th>TCP (Mbps)</th>
<th>UDP (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((1, 7))</td>
<td>61.84</td>
<td>136.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((7, 15))</td>
<td>61.29</td>
<td>127.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((15, 31))</td>
<td>59.17</td>
<td>116.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((15, 1023))</td>
<td>43.95</td>
<td>122.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. mFA experiments

We conducted experiments to run RainbowRate under mFA level of 128 and 256, the average throughput is 148.63 Mbps and 160.68 Mbps respectively. While the throughput is 122 Mbps with mFA level 32. The throughput increases after using more frame aggregation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we systematically studied the 802.11n characteristics in WiLD links through extensive experiments on our testbed. We proposed RainbowRate, a novel RA algorithm specific for WiLD networks. It leverages FDR-RSSI relationships unique in WiLD networks to assist cutting down bit rate candidates, which makes it react to the channel variation quickly. It also uses probing among bit rate candidates and FA level in a fine-grained way to make it accurately. Our work is the first to examine MIMO RA in long-distance links in a practical setting. In the future work, we will verify RainbowRate in multi-hop WiLD networks.
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TABLE VIII: CW size impact on RainbowRate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CW size</th>
<th>TCP (Mbps)</th>
<th>UDP (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((1, 7))</td>
<td>61.84</td>
<td>136.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((7, 15))</td>
<td>61.29</td>
<td>127.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((15, 31))</td>
<td>59.17</td>
<td>116.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((15, 1023))</td>
<td>43.95</td>
<td>122.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>